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We bring out the Wizard in you!We bring out the Wizard in you!

Merlin

SAT Prep

Small Class size: 7 students 
*

Eight two-hour classes
*

Complete course: Math, Verbal and Writing; 
all materials included 

*

Course designed by former Kaplan
Instructor and Testprep Expert

*

T uition of $795

Merlin Test Prep
5550 Sterrett Place, Suite 307, Columbia, MD 21044

merlintestprep@verizon.net
301.483.0213

merlinlearningcenter.com
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“Prior to taking the Merlin course, 
my son took the SAT several times 

in an attempt to qualify for a scholarship. 
He took the Merlin course in his senior year 

and  was able to increase his score and 
obtain the scholarship. Thank you, Merlin!”

James L. Plummer, Washington, DC



THE MERLIN 
SAT COURSE

The Merlin course content is a subtle blend of 

knowledge and strategy; it channels and enhances 

the student’s knowledge and uses creative strategies

to maximize the student’s score. The course 

was designed by Mr. Ritchie, a testprep expert 

who has also successfully designed courses for 

the LSAT and the Bar Exam.  Mr. Ritchie was featured

on  Fox Television’s special on the SAT. He worked

for Kaplan in New York as an Instructor, 

Manager, and Teacher-Trainer. He has combined 

his Engineering, Analytical, and Legal skills [BS and

MS degrees in Engineering;  JD - Georgetown Law;

Member of the Maryland Bar ] to create a novel 

and highly effective approach to test preparation.  
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This is an outstanding service; 

the course brought out the best 

in our daughter. She had a 230 point 

increase and was admitted to 

the Scholars’ Program for College. 

Dr. and Mrs. Griffiths
Silver Spring, MD

Merlin’s combination of Math and Verbal 

techniques, testing strategies, personal 

attention and flexibility resulted

in a very successful course. 

My SAT score increased by 200 points.

Lisa Cowley
Glenelg Country School, MD

Merlin Test Prep offers thorough, 

successful preparation for the SAT’s 

by developing one’s strengths and improving

one’s weaknesses. When I saw my test 

scores increase by 100 points, I knew 

the money spent was worth while!

Deanna McCullough
Glenelg Country School, MD

The Merlin course came so highly 

recommended that, believe it or not, 

I asked the Merlin Instructor to conduct 

the course over the phone between Maryland

and the US Virgin Islands. The course exceeded

my wildest expectations – my daughter

did so well on the SAT that she was admitted 

to Duke on a full academic scholarship! 

Idola James
St. John, US Virgin Islands


